AT HOME/ONLINE ARTS RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS

UArts Pre-College staff has compiled a list of fine and performing arts resources and opportunities that students might enjoy taking advantage of online at home this spring! Check out the list below - get inspired, continue engaging with the arts, and stay well. We hope to see you on campus again soon!

A great place to start exploring is the [Social Distancing Festival](#), a website celebrating art from all over the world. The site has sections for [Visual Art](#) (including photos, installations, videos, paintings, & drawings), [Dance](#), [Theater/Musical Theater/Opera](#), & [Music](#). There’s also a [Live Streams](#) section where you can view art shows, film festivals, poetry readings, dance performances & more online!

For Students Interested in Fine Arts: Online Museum Tours Galore

**Google Arts and Culture - Exhibits and Virtual Tours**

Explore hundreds of world-wide museums and exhibits from the comfort of your home with [Google Arts and Culture](#)! Check out museums like the [Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery](#) in Washington D.C., the [Uffizi Galleries](#) in Florence, or the [Musée d’Orsay](#) in Paris. Or take a [guided audio tour of works of street art](#) around the world, and hear the story behind the art!

**The Barnes Foundation: Barnes Takeout & Online Collection**

On [this Youtube Channel](#), curators, scholars, and educators at the Barnes Foundation discuss some of their favorite works in the Barnes Foundation’s collection. You can also check out the Barnes Foundation’s Online Collection [here](#).

**PAFA Museum**

Browse through PAFA’s permanent collection—available online through the [Albert M. Greenfield American Art Resource](#). Access an archive of past PAFA programs and exclusive features on their [YouTube channel](#). Or [visit the PAFA virtually with a 360-degree online tour](#).

**The Tate Modern: Online Exhibits, Art Activities, and Podcasts**

Check out some of the Tate Modern’s collection, hear about the art in podcasts, and get inspiration ideas from the art activities posted on the Tate’s Website [here](#).

**The Smithsonian Museum**

Take a virtual tour of the [National Museum of Natural History](#). Students interested in Jewelry & Metals should click on “Current Exhibits” and scroll down to check out the exhibits in the Janet Annenberg Hooker Hall of Geology, Gems, and Minerals!

**The Mütter Museum - Visit From Home**

Home is where the heart is, and now it’s where the Mütter Museum is too! Practice social distancing with the online exhibition [Memento Mütter](#), learn about staff favorites and other fun [social media](#) content to get you through your quarantine, and explore the museum on [YouTube](#).
Art Activities You Can Do at Home: PBS & The Kennedy Center

Participate in a Lunch Doodle Jam with Kennedy Center teaching artist Mo Williams, or try art exercises you can do at home with these videos from PBS featuring contemporary artists!

The Fabric Workshop Museum: Activities You Can Do at Home

Artists-in-Residence and staff at the FWM have put together these downloadable art projects and a Youtube channel of demonstration videos to help you imagine new artistic possibilities while quarantined at home.

Homeschool with Mural Arts

Tune into Homeschool with Mural Arts every Monday and Wednesday at 1:00pm for arts-focused tutorials from local experts!

For Students Interested in Game Design: A Hogwarts Digital Escape Room

This Harry Potter Themed Digital Escape Room can be completed from the comfort of your home, on your own or as a group. You can compete against friends and try it multiple times!

For Students Interested in Music and the Music Industry: Digital Concerts & Collaborations

Many musicians are experimenting with ways to collaborate and share their music live with folks at home. Check out this virtual orchestra performance created by college students and maybe get inspired to create a collaborative performance of your own! Or tune into the #TogetherAtHome Concert Series or the many concerts and performances - from the Metropolitan Opera to Metallica to Miley Cyrus - being posted or live streamed daily.

For Students Interested in Theater: Streamed Performances, Theater Activities, and More

Theater enthusiasts can check out live streams, production images, and excerpts from shows on the Social Distancing Festival website. Want to stream full theater productions from Broadway and beyond? A subscription to the BroadwayHD streaming service might be for you!

Watch and learn from Broadway professionals like Audra McDonald, Jeremy Jordan, Billy Porter, and Kristen Chenoweth as they perform in their own homes and participate in interviews for the Stars in the House series everyday at 2pm and 8pm.

Experience Workshops, Museum Tours & Puppet Shows online from the Center for Puppetry Arts. Or create theater work and exercise your body, voice, and imagination with online theater activities from Stages Theater Company! Participate in free musical theater workshops, master classes in auditioning, makeup, and more, or master artist Q&A’s and playwriting workshops!

For Students Interested in Creative Writing and Storytelling: StorySlams, #ComicsSchool, and More

Now is a perfect time to deep dive into writing and storytelling. Watch and listen to countless stories told at StorySlam events, tune in to these free playwriting lunch-and-learn workshops or learn about writing for comics from someone who has written comic storylines for DC and Marvel! Or write collaborative poems with strangers through the Global Haiku Project!